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Zeeman‘s experimental set-up and findings



Zeeman‘s conclusions

Of course Zeeman could not give any coherent microscopic explanation of the 
phenomena he had discovered since not even Bohr's atomic model was around 
at his time. But, following an advice of Lorentz, he did discover another peculiar 
feature of his results, namely that the polarization state of the emitted light was 
also changed in the presence of an external magnetic field. "The plate and the 
nicol were placed relatively in such a manner that right-handed circularly light 
was quenched. Now ... the widened line must at one edge be right handed 
circularly-polarized, at the other edge left-handed. By a rotation of the analyzer 
over 90� the light that was first extinguished will be transmitted and vice versa. .... 
This experiment could be repeated any number of times".

… and yet another discovery:



Zeeman's discoveries offered quite a few hints for later theories, how-
ever, for these to get formulated not only the electronic spin had to be 
discovered [1], but also Schrödinger's wave mechanics [2] had to be-
come relativistic [3] – [4].
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The Dirac operator for a central field



Wavefunctions & constants of motions





The „anomalous“ Zeeman effect



The radial and the angular parts of the integrals





Schematic view of the Zeeman splitting:



Back to Zeeman‘s experiments:

Polarization state of the emitted light



This now was Zeeman‘s famous experiment:
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Our own conclusions: the phenomenon that
was observed by Zeeman turned out to be of 
crucial importance!!!


